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Approximate Reasoning in Distributed SystemsLech T. Polkowski, Andrzej SkowronInstitute of MathematicsWarsaw University of TechnologyPl.Politechniki 1, 00-661 Warsaw, Polande-mail: polk@mimuw.edu.plInstitute of MathematicsWarsaw UniversityBanacha 2, 02-097 Warsaw, Polande-mail: skowron@mimuw.edu.plABSTRACT: In this exposition we sum up our results on approximate reasoning in distributed systems obtainedin the last few years. The presented scheme for approximate reasoning is based on rough mereology andencompasses schemes based on fuzzy set theory.1. INTRODUCTIONWe present a formal model of approximate reasoning in distributed systems of intelligent agents. The tasks ofconsidered systems of agents are reduced here to problems of synthesis of a solution to the given requirement.The accessible knowledge on the basis of which constructs in the synthesis process are selected and classi�ed(evaluated) is as a rule incomplete, poorly de�ned, or inconsistent. In consequence, we are bound to evaluate thebasic ingredients of the synthesis process approximately only, in terms of values of some uncertainty measureswhich express a degree in which a given construct satis�es a given speci�cation and in terms of some functorswhich propagate uncertainty measures along the synthesis scheme.The knowledge of agents is represented via information/decision systems from which the necessary ingre-dients are extracted. The basic vehicle for carrying out approximate reasoning about objects, approximatenegotiations and approximate synthesis of solutions to the tasks (requirements) given to agent systems is theset of similarity measures at individual agents induced by rough mereological inclusions generated from agentsknowledge. This approach has been presented, to mention few of our research papers on this theme, in [7-10].Many formal models of approximate reasoning are described in the literature e.g. Dempster-Schafer theoryof evidence [11], bayesian reasoning [6], many-valued logics [1], and fuzzy logics [1], [12].We can extract from these formal models a general scheme for approximate reasoning.It is not surprising that this scheme encompasses classical models of reasoning adopted in mathematicallogic [4].2.APPROXIMATE REASONING SCHEMEThe scheme for approximate reasoning can be represented by the following tupleAppr Reas = (Ag;Link; U; St;Dec Sch;O; Inv; Unc mes; Unc prop)where(i) The symbol Ag denotes the set of agents (or agent names).(ii) The symbol Link denotes a �nite set of non-empty strings over the alphabet Ag; for v(ag) = ag1ag2 : : :agkag 2 Link, we say that v(ag) de�nes an elementary synthesis scheme synt(ag1; ag2; : : :, agk; ag) =synt(v(ag)) with the root ag and the leaf agents ag1; ag2; : : : ; agk: The intended meaning of v(ag) is thatthe agents ag1; ag2; : : : ; agk are the children of the agent ag which can send to ag some constructs forassembling a complex artifact. The relation ag � ag0 i� ag is a leaf agent in synt(v(ag)) for some v(ag)is usually assumed to be at least an ordering of Ag into a type of acyclic graph; we assume for simplicitythat (Ag; �) is a tree with the root root(Ag) and leaf agents in the set Leaf(Ag).
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(iii) The symbol U denotes the set fU(ag) : ag 2 Agg of universes of discourse (universes of constructs) ofagents.(iv) The symbol St denotes the set fSt(ag) : ag 2 Agg of standard sets of agents: for ag 2 Ag; the setSt(ag) = fst(ag)ig � U(ag) is the set od standard constructs (objects ) of the agent ag.(v) The symbol O denotes the set fO(ag) : ag 2 Agg of operations with O(ag) = foi(ag)g the set of operationsat ag.(vi) The symbol Dec Sch denotes the set of decomposition schemes, a particular decomposition schemedec schj is a tuple (fst(ag)j : ag 2 Agg; (oj(ag) : ag 2 Agg)which satis�es the property that if v(ag) = ag1ag2 : : : :agkag thenoj(ag)(st(ag1)j ; st(ag2)j ; : : : ; st(agk)j) = st(ag)j :The intended meaning of dec schj is that when any child agi of ag submits the standard construct st(agi)jthen the agent ag assembles from st(ag1)j ; st(ag2)j ; : : : ; st(agk)jthe standard construct st(ag)j by means of the operation oj(ag). The rule dec schj establishes thereforea decomposition scheme of any standard construct at the agent root (Ag) into a set of consecutivelysimpler standards at all other agents. The standard constructs of leaf agents are primitive standards.We can regard the set of decomposition schemes as a skeleton about which the approximate reasoning isorganized. Any rule dec schj conveys a certain knowledge that standard constructs are synthesized fromspeci�ed simpler standard constructs by means of speci�ed operations. This ideal knowledge is a referencepoint for real synthesis processes in which we deal as a rule with constructs which are not standard: inadaptive tasks, for instance, we process new, unseen yet, constructs (objects, signals).(vii) The symbol Inv denotes the inventory set of primitive constructs.(viii) The symbol Unc mes denotes the set fUnc mes(ag) : ag 2 Agg of uncertainty measures of agents, whereUnc mes(ag) = f�j(ag)g and �j(ag) � U(ag) � U(ag) � V (ag) is a relation (possibly function) whichdetermines a distance between constructs in U(ag) valued in a set V (ag); usually, V (ag) = [0; 1], the unitinterval.(ix) The symbol Unc prop denotes the set of uncertainty propagation rules fUnc prop(v(ag)) : v(ag) 2 Linkg;for v(ag) = ag1ag2 : : : :agkag 2 Link, we have in Unc prop(v(ag)) the functions fj :V (ag1) � V (ag2) �: : : :� V (agk) �! V (ag) such thatif �j(agi)(xi; st(agi)j) = "i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; kthen �j(ag)(oj(x1; x2; : : : ; xk); st(ag)j) = " � fj("1; "2; : : : ; "k):The functions fj propagate uncertainty measures from children of ag to ag. The process of synthesis begins atleaf agents which receive primitive constructs and calculate their distances from their respective standards; thenthe primitive constructs are sent to the parent nodes of leaf agents along with vectors of distance values. Theparent nodes synthesize complex constructs from the sent primitives and apply the uncertainty propagatingfunctions in order to calculate from the sent vectors the new vectors of distances from their respective standards.Finally, the root agent root(Ag) receives the constructs from its children from which it assembles the �nalconstruct and calculates the distances of this construct from the root standards. On the basis of the foundvalues, the root agent classi�es the �nal construct.Our approach is anchored in rough set theory [5].The formal treatment of partial containment is provided by the notion of a rough inclusion [7-10]. Roughinclusions are construed as most general functional objects conveying the intuitive meaning of the relation ofbeing a part in a degree. In particular, the relation of being a part in the greatest possible degree is the relationof being a (possibly, improper) part in the sense of mereology of Stanislaw Le�sniewski [2]. We can regardtherefore a rough inclusion as a measure of departing from a decomposition scheme represented by the inducedmodel of mereology of Le�sniewski.In mereology of Le�sniewski the notions of a subset and of an element are equivalent and therefore wecan interpret rough inclusions as global fuzzy membership functions on the universe of discourse which satisfycertain general requirements responsible for their regular mathematical properties.
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3.THE SYNTHESIS PROCESSESThe process of synthesis of a complex system by a scheme of agents consists in our approach of the two com-munication stages viz. the top - down communication/negotiation process and the bottom - up communicationprocess. We outline the two stages here.In the process of top - down communication, a requirement � received by the scheme from an externalsource is decomposed into approximate speci�cations of the form(�(ag); "(ag))for any agent ag of the scheme. The intended meaning of the approximate speci�cation (�(ag); "(ag)) is thata construct x 2 U(ag) satis�es (�(ag); "(ag)) i� there exists a standard st(ag) with the properties that st(ag)satis�es the predicate �(ag) and �(ag)(x; st(ag)) � "(ag):The uncertainty bounds of the form "(ag) are de�ned by the agents viz. the root agent root(Ag) chooses"(root(Ag)) and �(root(Ag)) as such that according to it any construct x satisfying (�(root(Ag); "(root(Ag))should satisfy the external requirement � in an acceptable degree; the other agents choose their approximatespeci�cations in negotiations within each elementary scheme synt(v(ag)) for v(ag) 2 Link. The result of thenegotiations is succesful when there exists a decomposition scheme dec schj such that for any v(ag) 2 Link,where v(ag) = ag1ag2 : : : :agkag, from the conditions �(agi)(xi; st(agi)j) � "(agi) and st(agi)j satis�es �(agi)for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k; it follows that �(ag)(oj(x1x2; : : : ; xk); st(ag)j) � "(ag) and st(ag)j satis�es �(ag).The uncertainty bounds "(ag) are evaluated on the basis of uncertainty propagating functions whose ap-proximations are extracted from information systems of agents.Any leaf agent realizes its approximate speci�cation by choosing in the subset Inv\U(ag) of the inventoryof primitive constructs a construct satisfying this speci�cation.The bottom-up communication consists of agents sending to their parents the chosen constructs and vectorsof their rough mereological distances from the standards. The root agent root(Ag) assembles the �nal construct.Our approach is analytic in the sense that all objects necessary for the synthesis process are extracted fromthe empirical knowledge of agents represented in their information systems; it is also intensional in the sensethat rules for propagating uncertainty are local as they depend on a particular elementary synthesis schemeand on a particular local standard.In our presentation, we will outline basic notions of the rough set theory and mereology of Le�sniewski,rough mereology and a more detailed analysis of algorithms for approximate synthesis of complex objects onthe basis of knowledge encoded in information systems of agents.REFERENCES[1] D. Dubois, H. Prade and R.R. Yager, Readings in Fuzzy Sets for Intelligent Systems (Morgan Kaufmann,San Mateo, 1993).[2] S. Le�sniewski, Foundations of the general theory of sets (in Polish) (Polish Scienti�c Circle, Moscow,1916); also in: S. J. Surma, J. T. Srzednicki, D. I. Barnett and V.F. Rickey, eds., Stanislaw Le� sniewski,Collected Works (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1992) 128{173.[3] E.H. Mamdani and S. Assilian, An experiment in linguistic synthesis with a fuzzy logic controller,International Journal of Man - Machine Studies 7 (1975) 1{13.[4] E. Mendelson, Introduction to Mathematical Logic (Van Nostrand - Reinhold, New York, 1964).[5] Z. Pawlak, Rough sets: Theoretical Aspects of Reasoning about Data (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1991).[6] J. Pearl, Probabilistic reasoning in intelligent systems: Networks of Plausible Beliefs (Morgan Kaufmann,San Mateo, 1988).[7] L. Polkowski and A. Skowron, Rough mereology: a new paradigm for approximate reasoning, Intern.J. Approx. Reasoning, in print.[8] L. Polkowski and A. Skowron, Introducing rough mereological controllers: Rough quality control, in:T.Y.Lin and A.M.Wildberger, eds., Soft Computing (Simulation Councils, Inc., San Diego, 1995) 240{243.[9] L. Polkowski and A. Skowron, Rough mereology and analytical morphology: New developments inrough set theory, in:M. de Glass and Z. Pawlak, eds., Proceedings of WOCFAI-95; Second World Conferenceon Fundamentals of Arti�cial Intelligence (Angkor, Paris, 1995) 343{354.[10] L. Polkowski and A. Skowron, Rough mereological approach to knowledge - based distributed AI, in:J. K. Lee, J. Liebowitz and J. M. Chae, eds., Critical Technology (Cognizant Communication Corporation,New York, 1996) 774{781.
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